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. . . a comprehensive account of human behavior must be rich 
enough and complex enough to accommodate half a dozen 
contrasting and complimentary modes'of explanation (Toulmin, 
1959, p. 101). 

The quest for apodictic knowledge regarding the processes of human 

communiction•is a pursuit that involves many and sometimes difficult choices 

among competing theoretical, épistemologicál, and methodological perspectives. 

The necessity to make these choices is, of course,, incumbent upon each of us who 

wishes to share in that quest. Yet as an intellectual community, the, result 

of these choices on thé part of individual scientist generates a collective 

position that incorporates "half a dozen contrasting'and complimentary mbdes 

Of explanation.", Often those views conflict, compete, and vie for our 

allegiance. Yet above the level of opposing views lies a superordinate goal:

can a'position be found which is "rich enough and complex•ehough to accommodate" 

the alternatives? 

To addressthat question and to make intelligent choices among the alter-

  native positions it is critical to know what kind of knowledge is generated by 

each alternative as well as the limitations inherent in each. Again, it is 

important to ascertain what each theory assumes about "human nature" and there-

fore about the nature of human communication. Finally,.it is vital to under- 

'stand the implications of each perspective for the conduct of inquiry. These 

issues set the theme for this essay. In a very real sense, all of our scien- 

tifio endeavor depends upon them for in the énd the choices we make among the 

alternatives we'perceive will determine the questions we raise, the analytic 

procedures.we employ, and thereby, the answers we obtain and, ultimately, the 

knowledge we hold—both individually'and collectively. 
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It would, of course, be presumptuous to think that issues us significant , 

as these can be solved in a single essay or convention program. Alevertlieleso, 

the very fact that the issues are being raised in respect to three alter-

natives--the covering la'W model, systems theory, and the rules paradigm--is 

in -itself significant, for it may well indicate, to use Kuhn's (1970) schema, 

that the conduct. of "normal science" in communication, while not yet shifted 

to a new "paradigm" may" be approaching a critical stage of self-examination 

that precedes such a shift. 

In order to address the i6sues just identified, it will 'be necessary for 

me to undertake five separate tasks. First, I will attempt•to próvide a brief 

account of the systems view of the y.'orld. Second, I will outline the logical

and empirical requirements of systems theory in four variations: open systems 

closed systems, cybernetics, and structural-functionalisms ,Third, since the 

. discussion of_systems logics and empirics is greatly condensed, a brief example 

of how;to conceptualize a communication system from a cybernetic perspective 

will be presented. Next, the relationship among the forms of knowledge and

explanation offered by the behavioral, acti9nal, and systems frameworks will be 

examined. Finally, the essay will conclude with a discussion of the episte.•^ic 

framework to which sydtems theory leads. 

The .World View of Systems Theory' 

Every scientific theory is ,based upon an underlying world view. The world 

view offered by systems consists of interlinked€sets of components hierarchically 

organized into.s.tructural wholes which interact through time and space; are self-

.teguláting, yet capable of structural change.. While it shares important aspects 

-with other world views, thefundamental aspect of the systems view from which 

all else follows is its emphasis upon the concept of o`rganizatior.. As Laszlo 



(1972) says: 

Whereas traditional reductionism sought to find the common-
 ality underly diveristy in reference to a shared substance, 
.such as material sitoms  contemporary general systems theory 
seeks, tb find Common features in terms of shared aspects of 
organization  (p. 20). 

The notion of organization is ". . . not;what a thing is per se, nor how one 

:thing produces an effect on one other thing,' but how'seta of events are 

structured and how they function in relation to.their 'environment'--other 

sets of things, likewise structured in space and time (p.20)." Again, as 

, Khailov (1968) states; 

In any'field of knowledge, the study of interaction leads 
logically to the concept of system organization. . . . The 
essence of all these definitions' (of system) is the coupling 
among the components and the'syatem organization resulting 
from such coupling (p. 47). 

Laszlo argues that humans and the social and' communication systems in 

which they participate are part of the large clássificatioh of phenomena 

called natural systems which may be distinguished with respect to four organi- 

zatioral properties. 

'The first property is that natural systems are wholes with' irreducible 

characteristics. Almost all complex entities are constituted of numerous 

_parts. if the nature of the entity, like a warehouse in :ntary or a pile,of 

sand is simply the sum Of its parts, then the entity may be described es an 

aggregate pr heap. In'contrast, consider 

an entity having some formal structure built   on the basis of 
an interdependence among its parts. The.most basic.unit, 
consists of two parts in communication, where the outcome.is. 
something more than the simple properties pf each. Friend-
chip and love.are of this kind. Friends and lovers do not 
individually have all of the properties of their relation- 
ship . . . (Laszlo, p. 28). 

An excellent illustration of this point from communication research comes from 

the recent article on_relational analysis by Rogers and Faraée (1975). 
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Relational communication analysis requires a perspective
that differs from the monadic or individual difference
orientation that dominates existing analytic techniques 
Relational analysis focuees on communication properties 
that exist only, at the dyadic system level;,relatioral 
variables do not lie within individual interactors, but 
rather" exist.between them. The meaeurcments derived 
from ;this analyais'refer,td emergent próperties of joint, 

'communicative behaviors and have no counterpart in the 
properties of individuals or single messages. With the 
present• scheine, the transaction--the  exchange of paired 

. sequential messages over tire--becomes tha basic unit of
analysis .(p. 222-223). 

The second property is that natural systems maintain themaelvés in a 

changing environment. .This property technicálly implies a "steady state" 

condition, i.e., that natural systemshave "desirable" or "optimal" states 

. of organizat'on and that they commit sizable portions of their own energy 

(i.e.,, energy-which is imported from•the environment) to preventing the • 

rearrangement or collapse of that organizational                  configuration. Various

aspects of commvpipation can be conceptualized as self-regulating, homeo- 

static, cybernetic systems. The cognitive structure of man as reflected • 

in balance theories (Newbomb, 1955; Osgood and Tannenbaum, 1955; Festinger, 

1957;Heider,1958), various theories of comunication interaction (e.g., 

Watzlawick, et. al., 1967), Allport's (1968) open system theory of personality,

and Katz and Kahn's (1966) theory of organizations, all emphasize this aspect 

of systems.. 

The third property of natural systems states that they•'"create them-

selves in response to the challenge of the environment." This property.des- 

cribes the evolutionary dimension of natural systems, their propensity to 

grow, change and differentiate. That systems, change, .can hardl,y'be disputed; 

as the old maxim goes, "the only permanence is change." Yet the majority of 

system theories in social science Ana communication are solely  based on the

p receding property of self-maintenance. All balance theories share the stone 



characteristic of maintaning some system property within a necessary range or

alternative, the balancing of opposing forces. To accomplish this, the theory 

muet specify the' mechanisms which stabilize, maintain, and preserve the 

structure of the social, psychological, or communication entity being.described.. 

Thus, the emphasis is these systems is on structural permanence. 

But communication and social sÿatema, unlike organic systems, don't have ' 

a fixed, required structure. Rather,they have fluid, changing structures; 

they are,, as Buckley (1967) says, ". . .,characterized primarily by their 

propensity to change their structure during their culturally continuous 'life-

time'." (p. 31) Thus, Amy description of a conmunicatibn system which accounts 

only for structural preservation is insufficient. An adequate theory must' 

also specify those processes_which'cause the system. to chango. This emphasis 

on change is•i.mportant because it permits the study of communication as a 

complex adaptive. system rather theft a statie, enduring structure. Living

systems, communication included, grow and develop, decay and disintegrate, and 

a ßu11 understanding of the communication process requires knöwlbdge of how the 

system will change over time.' 

  'Buckley (1967.) adopts the terms morphostasis and morphogenesis and says:

The termer refers to those processes in complex system 
environment exchanges that tend to preserve or maintain 
a eystem's growth form, organization, or state. Morpho
genesis will refer to those processes which tend to
elaborate or change a system's given form, structure, or 
state.. Homeostatic processes in organisms, and ritual 
in sociocultural€systems are examples of "morphostasis;"
biological evolution;'learning, and societal development 
are examples ad "morphogenesis."(p. 58-59)

(For further discussion of this topic, see Cappella and Monge, 1975.) 

The'fintl property of organized natural systems Identified by 'Laszlo is 

that they are "coordinating interfaces in nature's hierarchy." (p. 27) Hier-. 

.archies, the ordered arrangement of systems interms of increasing levels of 



complexity, are systems linked together.

Individual subsystems within a complex system fill the
role of coordinating interfaces. They assume the liaison 
between those (lower-level) components of the system 
which they control, and those (higher-level) ones which
exercise    control over them. Their function is to pull
together the behavior of their own parts, and to inte-
grate this joint effort with the behavior of other . 
components in the system.(Laszlo, p. 68) 

.9Pe will return to this issue of hierarchy and "levels" of oystems in a later 

section of the paper. 

The6e four Properties--wholeness, self-regulation, adaptation-and bier- 

,archi6al imbeddedness--represent the distinctive features of the world view 

provided by systems. When, applied to the study of human  communication it 

suggests that we examine the hicrarchídal organization of coupled interacting 

components which are self-regulating over time', yet morphogenetic wholes. 

The Logics and Empirics of Systems Theory

The logics of systems theory

Systems theory is not a monolithic, logical framework. Careful. analysis 

reveals at least three and perhaps four alternative logical paradigms: 

(1) General systerstheory (GST)f which nay be divided into (a) the theory of 

'Ken systems aid'(b) the theory of closed systems; (2)1 Cybernetics, and 

(3) Structural-functionalism. In this section I' will briefly detail the logic 

of each. paradigm. 

General Systems Theory: Open System. In order to conceptualize any

communication phenomenon as an-open system, the following logical conditions 

must be'mst: . 

(1) identification of the components of the system. These are the 

parts, which•together with interactions, constitute the system.

Parts may themselves be systems; if so, they are subsystems of ' 



the major system.

(2) opécifícation of relations in the system. These are the laws

of 3nteractiun among the components which form the structure 

of the system. 

(3) d`termination'of system behavior. This implies the idçntifi- 

cation of the processes which the system engages in over time, 

as well as the properties which these processes imply.' 

(4) otipulatioñ of the environment. In open systems this is 

crucial because the system's exchange with the environment,. 

i.e., its inputs and outputs, must be eapiaiined. 

(5) determination of the system's evolua*ion: Both history and 

suture are included here. 

Item (3) indicates that the properties of the oystém should he identified. 

If the system is conaeivçd of as open, then the relevant properties are: 

(1) exchange occurs between system and environment, uruálly 

across the system boundaries. This exchange is identified 

as input to and output from the bysfem. 

(2) under certain conditions the system attains a steady state 

at'SoMe distance from true equilibrium. 

(3) this steady state may be reached independently of the initial 

conditions and is dependent only upon the system parameters; 

this feature is known as equifinality: 

(4) entropy may decrease (Bertalanffy,.1968, p;ä..•141-145). 

General System Théory: Closed Systens.  Fér cbnceptualising comma- 

cation as a. closed system, the following logical requirements should be met s 

(1) a oet of components, which 

' • (2) , assume a set of states (the configuration of the values of 



'the components at a particular point in time), which

' (3) change as a function of transformation(:,) defined on the 

states such that states at a given point in time imply

States at some future point in tirie. ' 

The properties of a closed system are: 

' ' (1) isolation from the environment;' nothing in the enyironsent 

is seen as 'affecting the _system, 

(2) if stable, the system attains true equilibrium rather than 

a ateady•atnte,' 

(3) the system is completely determined by initial donditions, and 

(4) entropy must increase. 

Cybernetic Systems. When communication is studied as, a cybernetic system, 

it must be so conceived that it possesses the following logical 'conditions 

common to all cybernetic pystems: 

(1) goal parameters (reference signals) set in a control 

centerç 

(2) influence exerted by the control center, i.e., an attempt 

to achieve the goal parameters in the part of the syotem 

being Controlled, 

(3)' feedback provided to the control center, i.e., information 

 regarding the effects of the output on the part of the

syatem•being controlled,' 

  (4) comparator test conducted by the control center, 

yielding an error signal, and

(5) corrective action taken. by the cbntrol center, if necessary 

(cf., Buckley; 1967, p. 172-174). 



   

Structural-Functional Systems. To conceptualize communication      as a

strucutral-functional system means that the following necessary and sufficient

logical conditions have been met (cf., Magel, 1956; Merton, 1957):

(1) identification of the system, i.e., a set of inter-

related parts are teeatified which'c y be viewed as a 

whole. It is not necessary that all the parts be 

specified se long as (a) the system as a whole is identi- 

fled, and (b) those parts which are necessary for the 

analysis are identified. 

(2) specification of the environment in which the system 

operdtes. This generally means the specification of 

all those factors that are not a part of the system but 

which may affect the particular behavior of the system

being studied. 

(3 ) determination of sore trait, attribute, 'or.property Of 

a system which io considered essential for the continu- 

ation of-the system. 

 (4) specification of the range, i.e.., the différent values, 

which the trait may assume as well as the range within. 

which it must stay if the system is to remain in 

operation. `(every trait is assumed to be variable, even 

if only dichotomized into present-not present) 

(5) a detailed. account of tiow the parts (items, mechanisms, 

atructurec, etc.) Collectively operate to keep the values 

of tiffe trait within the limits required for the existence

of the aystei despité other changes in the. system or 

impinging influences:' from the environment. 



The Empirics of Systems   Theory

Logics refers to the why we conceptualize or think about phenomena;

empirics refers to the way we study and examine that entity or process in the

real world. In the formerwe manipulate symbols, words, ideas, about the

  object, in the latter we manipulate and/or measure the real thing and/or other

things related to it. The distinction is equivalent to the difference between

a constitutive and op•aratioral definition, except,that it is applied to a 

theory rather than a concept, i .e., to terms and their relations rather than 

to concepts alone. 

To be tested scientifically a theory must be operationalized in accordance 

with its empirical criteria. Furthermore, these criteria must be isomorphic 

with the logiCal criteria. Thus, a set of empirical criteria must be artieu- 

lated for each system paradigm,i.e., for each set of logical criteria 

'specified above. 

General Systems Theory. For examining open communication systems that are 

conceptualized to be isomorphic with the logic of GST, the followáng empirical 

requireaenta must' be set: 

(1) measurement of allrelevant variables at a given point in 

time, including inputs and outputs, 'thus treasuring structure, and 

(2)  measurement of the change in each variable as a function of 

all the óthera, ttus measuring process.

Bor closed systems, the requirements are similar:

(i) measùremment of the state of the ayantes , and

(2) . measdrement of the state of the system after one (or a • 

specified number of applications of the transformation. 

Cybernetic Systems. To operationalize a communichtion system in accordance 

  with the logic of cybernetics, the following empirical conditions must be met:



(1) measurement of the error ai nal; i.e., the amount of dip-

-crepancy between reference signal and feedback signal, or, 

stated alternatively, the discrepancy between goal para-

meters and' the state of the part of the ssyatºm being 

controlled. 

(2) measurement of the amount of corrective action taken on 

the part of the control center. 

(3) maasurement of the response of the part of the system

beiag•controlIed, i.e., the new state of this part of 

thé syatem. 

' Structural-Functional Systems. The empirical requirements for structural- 

functional systems and ab foalowa: 

(1) Sóme indication must be made of system operation.. This 

inpiiels (a) a set of'trtteria for deciding when the system 

ceases to exist or operate aus sysem, as well as (b) measure- 

ment that can reveal the current state of the system.

(2) The rente which the system trait covers must be measured.

Linkage must be demonstrated between the required range

(a subset of thé poseibie trait range) and the continued

operation of the system.

The several mechanisms identified in the logical analysis

nuat be measured and their relationship with the trait must

be indicated: The mechanisms are considered conceptually

independent but may be empirically interdependent. 

(4) If any eilVironmenta factor affeetó •the system trait it 

must also be measured and its relationship with the trait

and system mechanisms (if there is a relationship) indicated.



A more extensive explication of these criteria together with examples and illustrations are available

in Monge (1972).

'Studying a Communication System: An Examale  

Tho level of abstraction and condensation of the previous section makes. 

it seem desirable to sketch at least one example of how to apply the logical 

and empirical criteria to the study of communication. Cappella and Monge 

(1975) hâve ápplied the cybernetic, systems,paradigm to the well-known 

cóorijdtation model originally developed by Newcomb (1953) and modified by ' 

Chaffee and McLeod (1968). Accordingly, the Basic stratagem was to conceptualize 

a communication variable as a comparator  variable and embed it ás the control 

center in an ongoing system pf cbmmunication relations. 

To treat a variable as a cybernetic comparator it is necessary to

establish some goal or "desired value" for it. In the application to

coorientation variables, e.g., accuracy. (which is'defined as one person's 

estimate of the second 'person's orientation to X'comnared with the second person's 

aotual,.i.e.,, measured orientation to x),a comparator variable called "cybernetic 

accuracy" is created which consists of the discrepancy between actual and desired

levels of accuracy. When set in relation to other variables, specifically, the 

amount of communication by each person id the dyad and the degree of coordina- 

tion necessary to accomplish come task, the comparator variables activates the centról 

mechanism of communication which serves to control the amount of coordination 

relevant to the task (Actually, "higher level" comparator variables are formed, 

but since they are formed according to the same logic just outlined the refine-

ments need not be explored.). Naturally, coamunication from the other person  

provides the."referent signal    " feedback information to thé comparator variable. 

Thus, as the discrepancy between actual and desired accuracy increases (as



indicated by comaunidation.grom the 'other"), the first person in the dyad 

engages in increased amounts of communication to reduce the discrepancy; the.. 

.same proèess also operates in an identical manner from the viewpoint of the 

second person in the dyad. It is,•of.course, then possible to study the dynamic 

behavior of this system of communicators and to examine the conditions necessary 

for stability and growth. The general method for constructing cybernetic models

of .communication is provided by Cappella and Monge. (in press) . 

Sysiems Theory, Behavior, and Action 

In his important book entitled, Explanation and Understanding, Von Wright 

(1971) traces the history qf twd traditions of scientific inquiry: the galilean  

(which is traceable to Plato and .the pre-Socratic Greeks) and the aristotelian. 

The galilean tradition may be associated with a causalist view of scientific 

knowledge represented most vigorously in modern philosophy by positivism and 

in social, science by behaviorism. 

Von Wright identifies the major tenets of the galilean tradition. 

One Of the tenets of positivism is a methodological monism, or the
idea of the unity of scientific method amidst the

diversity of subject matter of scientific investigation.
A second tenet is the view that'the exact natural sciences, 

   in particular mathematical physics, set a methodologidál• 
ideal or standard which measures the degree of development. 
.pf all the other scien ces, including the humanities. .A 
third tenet, finally, is a characteristic view of scientific 
explanation. Such explanation is, in a broad sense, "causal.." 
It consists,,more specifically in the  subgumption of 
individual cases under hypothetically assumed general laws
of nature, including "human nature."(p.  4)

 Because of its exclusive reliance upon the covering law or hypothetico- 

,deductive model of explanation, accounts qf phenomena in the galilean tradition

are usually called "law-governed." For ease in reference, and for reasons I hope

will soon become apparent, I shall refer to.this position as representing the 



"behavioral" view of human communication.

By contrast, the aristotelian tradition may be associated with a "teleo- 

logical" or finalist view of scientific knowledge. This "anti-Positivist" 

position is represented in modern philosophy by "idealism," which tends to 

" . . . reject the methodological monism of positivism and refuse(s) to view 

the pattern set. by the exact natural sciences as the sole and-Nsupreme ideal 

for a rational understanding of reality.'(Von Wright, 1971, p. 5). It further . 

emphasizes a form of knowledge which is called understanding or "rational 

explanation," which amounts to showing " . . ti that an action was the.appro-

priate or rationalthing to do on the occasion under consideration.'(p. 25) 

Finally, the aristotelian tradition adopts the°position that was formalized by 

Kant: "The natural units of human behavior are not-law-governed phenonema:  

  they are those constellations of language-regulated rule-conforming ("rational") 

actions that contribute, conjgintly, to the development both of our concepts arid 

of . our,.prdctical coriduct'(Toulßin, 1969, p. 103) • I shall call this "rule- 

governed" position the "actional" view•of human' communication. 

For our purpose's, the point over 'which the two seem most deeply divided' 

io the issue of caúsalist versus teleological accounts of human endeavor. The' 

implications for our' conceptualization of`human communication are sinificant. , 

Specifically,  it raises the question of whether humans have nationality, choice-

making ability, and creativity and are purposive and goal-oriented. Under the 

traditional behavioral view human communication would be explained solely'by ' 

antecedent conditions: human purposiveness, rationality, and choice-making

ability are considered as unnecessary illusions without explanatory utility.

Under the actional view, these concepts would be accepted as legitimate and

important tools for "rationally explaining" or "understanding" the communication 

process. 



'At this point it would be instructive to review various theories of 

co.amunication with respect to the distinctions just made; that task must await. 

',the drafting of another paper. But if I might be permitted as an ;side the 

liberty to'presage the outcome of such an endeavor, I would predict the 

following:

• (1) that almost all communication theorists claim that their 

theories are behavioral (i.e., in the'galilean,,causalist 

tradition). 

(2). that most theorists make extensive assumptions or claims 

ab ait human nature and human ccmmuniCation'that are teleo-

logical and inconsistent with the traditional behavioral 

position, claims that communication is purposive, pro- 

active,,and choice-oriented,. which make the theories more 

compatable and consistent with the actional than the 

behavioral positions: 

Should such be the case, it would not, of course indicate. the superiority of one, 

position over the other. It'would simply demonstrate that one ideál of•spience 

is held inconsistently with:the•claims made about'the nature of the phenomenon. 

If my characterization of the behavioral and the actional`positions is, 

.though greatly abbreviated,, fair, the question:may now be appropriately raised. 

as to the relationship between syotens theory and'the other two. In the remainder 

of this section I will attempt to show how systems theory can incorporate aspect 

of both'positions and thereby provide a synthesis of the alternAtives. 

The argument goes like this. Von Wright (1971) indicates that 

One could'divide the domain traditionally claimed for 
' teleology into two subproviñces. One is the domain of the. 

notions of functions, purpose (flnésa) and "organic wholes" 
,("systems"). The other is aimint'and intentionality (p. 16). 



Many social scientistd in fact contend that hurxan communication must,be,vieied 

from the perspective of the first category, i.e., That it is purposeful and 

functional.: For example, Ackoff (1968) argues that 

Communication is an activity in which only purposeful 
entities can engage. Purposefulness exists only if choice 
is available to the entity involved and ifthat entity is
capable of choice (p. 210. 

This stance, however, appears to, place the study of human communication squarely 

in the province of teleological or notional 'explanation. The contribution which 

systems theory offers to the behaviorial position in.the form of the cybernetics 

paradigm is tó demonstrate that the "purposive form" of teleology (see the Von 

.Wright, p..16, quote above)) is compatable with the causglist form of explana- 

tion. As Rosenblueth, Wiener, and Bigelow (1968) state 

Teleology has been interpreted in the past to imply purpose 
and the vague concept of a "final cause" has often been 

added. This concept of final causes has led to the opposition 
of teleology to_4ter'minism [causalismj,(p. 225) 

' Rather, they argue, the definition ofteleology should be restricted to 

.• . purposeful reactions which are controlled by the 
eirór•of the-reaction -- i.e., by the difference between 
the state of the behaving object at any time and the final
atate'interpreted as the purpose. Teleological behavior thus 
becomed synonymous with behavior controlled by negative . 
feedback . . ..(p. 225) 

The conclusions they-draw from this line of argurient are that the purposive form

of " . : . teleology is not opposed to determinism [i.e., causalism] but 

to non-teleology:'(p. 225) and that "both teleological and non-teleological 

systems are deteriministic when the behavior considered belongs to the realm 

where determinism applies.'(p. 225) Thus, cybernetic systems 'theory has pro- • 

vided a clearer distinction between types of teleology and a mechanism for a 

causalist explanation of the purposive type. 

The problem still remains, however, as suggested by the above quotation 



that som e forms of teleology.are not reducible to the causalist paradigm 

(i.e., are not deterministic) . As noted at the outset  this section  this 

second class of teleologies is called !'intentionality" by Von Wright. It is 

. worth noting, of course, that to call non-reducibility a problem is a bias,'for 

it implicitly. Ecdepts the positiviste positiori of methodological mdnism by 

implying that it is' desirable€ to reduce all forms of knowledge regarding 

communication to the causalist form. Churchman and Ackoff (1968) argue 

'It is also important to note that the possibility 6f choice 
on the part of objects results from the way in which the 
scientist looks at the world; within the frame of reference 
of classical mechanics, there is no choice, but in the frame 

•• of reference of teleology, there is a cholce. , . . . Thus 
"purpose" [like cause] is net found in the world; it is a 
fruitful scheme for studying the world. . . : we are not 
forced to abandon mechanics for teleology; both frames of
reference are fruitful, and neither is fundamental (p. 245). 

We shall' return€to this, point shortly.

Von Wright defines intentionality in the following way: 

Intentiórial behavior; one could. say, •iieseinbles the use 
óf language: It is a, gesture whereby I mean-something.. Just 
as the use and the understanding of language presupposes a . 
language community, tri4 ünderatanding of action presupposes a 
community of institutions and practices and technological 
equipment into which one has 'peen introduced by learning and 
training. pne could perhaps call it a life-community. 
. +.''behavior's intentionality is its place in a story about 
the agent,. Behavior dots its intentional character from being 
seen by ths,,agent himself or by an outside observer'in a wider 
perspective, from being set in a context of aims and cognitions. 
(pp. 114-115). 

Thus, the characteri,zation of behavior as intentional is dependent upon the 

way it is described. 

As a logic'l'or understanding intentional action Von Wright applies the ' 

practical syllogism, which he describes as follows:

The starting point or major premise of the syllogism 
mentions some+ wanted thing or end of action; the minor
premise relates some action to this thing, roughly as a 
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means to the end; ,the conclusion finally, consists in.use 
of this means to'secure that end.' Thus, as in á theoretical 
inference' the affirmation of the premises leads of necessity 
to the affirmation of_the conclusion, in a practical in-
ference assent to the premises entails action in accordance; 
with 'them (p.. 27). 

When this form of reasoning is applied to the subject matter of our discipline, 

a logic is provided which generates a form of knowledge called understanding 

which accounts for intentional human communication actions by placing them 

into,a normative context.. 

How, does systems theory accommodate this. position? It ts 'important to noté, 

as does dnscombe (1957) that this form, of reasoning' (the práctical syllogism) 

ie " . . . different in kind from the proof syllogism (Von Wright, p. 27);" it' 

does not conform to the logic of the hypothetico.deductive, covering law model. 

If Von Wright is correct in this assertion, and if the practical syllogism, properly 

applied, can nevertheless, yield scientifically valid knowledge, then the positivist 

tenet of methodological ráonism'is Balled into question. Rather than attempting to 

reduce all knowledge to one logic, we must admit the possibility of alternative • 

(logics. Hire it is important to recall that the description of systems theory 

 developed earlier in this essay also revealed several different "logics." For 

example, it was pointed out that system theorists such as Bertalanffy (1968),have 

argued that the logic of open systems is fundamentally different from that of 

closed systems', e. g. in terms of equifinality, homeostasis, etc. This'position 

called "field variant logic" (c.f., ,McKeon, 19; and Toulmin,' 1969) which states 

that various classes of phenomena in the world operate by different rather than 

similar logics, is, I believe, inherent innsystemstheory, despite the fact 

that it is traditionally viewed as based on the logic of analogy and similarity. 

Yet the fact that systems theory is itself a motatheory, as a theory of 

logics and includes different logics does not imply that it can or necessarily



muèt account for both behavioral and actional positions. One more argument is 

required., Elsewhere (i1onge, 1973) I have outlined what constitutes the systems 

"form of explanation.. In brief, 

A systeia is said to explain   when: (1) the formal calculus
entails expeptatlons, (2) the terms of the calculus are 
loaded with empirical referents (by rules of correspondence), 
and (3)  isomorphism is established between the logical system 
and empirical reality (p. 10). 

The critical point here is that the calculus, the logic for explanation, is 

flexible, not fixed; it need not conform to the hypothetico-deductive, covering- 

law mode of logic. Ate,  logic which entails expectations that may be tested 

against.the empirical wwrld and fóund.to be isomorphic with it is acceptable. 

Thus, if it meets the other requirements for, being á system, the analysis'of 

human communication action on the basis of the practical Syllogism may be ion- 

sidered a valid form of systems knowledge. 

,Now we can'return to the,quotation.from Toulmin (1969) with which we began 

this essay 

. a compréhensivé account of human behayior :rust be rich 
enough and cómplex enough to accommodate half a dozen con-
trasting.and complimentary modes of eXplanation (p. 101). 

I would submit that of the three alternatives being reviewed today,'sy'stems theory 

can best fulfill that function. 

Some, of course, might wish to object to this attempt at synthesis by assert- 

ing that we must Choose between the behavioral and the actional positions. 

Yet as Toulmin says: 

In characterizing human behavior as rule-conforming rather • 
than law-governed, we, too have conceded that physiological,' 
biochemical, and other scientific laws may well apply to the 
relevant phenomena underlying our behavior as strictly as 
thoy do to similar phenomena occurrir-çoutside the human 
body. The order of rule-conforming human behavior  is thus 
not in conflict with the order of law-governed natural 
phenomena:".•it is an additional mode of order super- 
imposcd.on that natural order (p. 103). 
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As I have tried to show system? theory provides an explanatory framework that is 

capable•of,incórpor.ting both behavioral and actional positions.. 

Finally,' some may raise concerns regarding the rejection of methological 

monises. 8ertalanffy (1968) addresses this issue: 

So far,.thc unification of science'has been seen in the , 
reduction of all sciences to physics, the final resolution 
of a"ll phenomena into ph/lima events. From our point of o 
view, unity of science gains amore realistic aspect. A 
unitary conception of the world may be based, not on the
possibly futile and certainly farfetched hope finally to
reduce all levels of reality tó the level of"physics, 
but rather on the isomorphy of•laws in different fields. 
. . . We come,then,to a conception,which in cohtrast to . 
reductionism, we may call perspectivism (p. 48-49). 

Thë Epistemic Framework 

The final guebtion which I will address is the kind of epistemological 

 framework, thé perspectivism, which 'systems theory offers. As I argue elsewhere 

(Monge, 1974) the knowledge structure of the. communication discipline tends to 

be organized around what is commonly called a "levels" approach which divides 

knowledge into intrapersonal,• interpersonal, and socio-cultural levels, or some 

variatton thereof. 

This approacd is not without problems: First, it is interesting to note that 

the typical levels approach in communication fails to examine the nature of the 

interface between adjacent levels and consequently, it does not qualify as a 

hierarchicalschema. Second, just where the organizational framework was derived' 

from is unclean; certainly it was not generated'from any theory about the nature of 

communication ndr from a clearly specified set of. logical criteria. It appears 

"-to be a piecemeal amalgam of odd bedfellows largely reflective of the eclectic 

interdisciplinary nature of the field and of thersocial science academy in general. 

Third, a levels approach of necessity drawa upon a diversity of concepts, termin- 

ology and theory. which vary from level to level; change the levels and the concepts, 



theories and/or perspectives often change even though the same basic process is 

being'examined. Fourth, knowledge is not integrated or synthesized; what is , 

learned at one level is rarely of use in understanding a similar process at . 

another level. Finally, it seems that a levdls approach leads to aeademic ' 

'specialization which may not reflect the inherent nature of the communication 

process, arid hence interferes Will generating apodictic knowledge. 

Systems theory provides a theoretical structure for organizing knowledge 

about human communicatio,h.: The knowledge structure it generates would be 

organized around--at least in part--the following concepts; inforraition, the 

cymboliccpatterning of matter and/or energy; network's, the channels through which 

information 'flows and the limitations imposed upon message pröcessing by .channel 

"characteristics; Memory,the storage, manipulation and retrieval of information': . 

:.boundary processes, the interface between communication systems at the same or 

different levels and the. seeking, avoiding, and filtering of .inform. tion; contra, 

feedback processes and the use of information to manipulate and influence. other •, 

systems or subsystems or components within the communication system. Furthermore, . 

each of these elements would be viewed as'a part of the communication process whenever 

it might occur and whatever level it might occur on:`• For example, knowledge about 

communication networks would be generated which would be applicable'to neural 

processing, small group processes, organizational networks, and networks which'exis

in the larger society. Additionally, since the knowledge is to be organized to 

represent an ongoing dyna.sic system, the emphasid would,be placed upon, discovering 

both morphostatic and morphogenetic characteristics , i.e., its homeostatic and its 

evolutionary dimensions. • 

The above is, 'of course,:only a suggestive framework; it is obviously in 

. complete. It does, however, serve to illustrate what I feel are the major 

advantages of the systems. approach to generating knowledge. First, the framework 



is derived from systems theory and hence consists of a set of concepts and relol-

tionships that are theoretically and logically interrelated. Second, it is a 

franéwork which should permit integration of knowledge from a variety of 

currently disparate academic areas. .ThirdŒ it is parsimonious in that the 

number.of concepts and theories utilized is far fewer than those generated by 

alternative approaches. Additionally, where the knowledge can be shove to hold 

across the usual disciplinary levels described at the outset, these levels can • 

be shown to be inapplicable and if the knowledge does x'ot hold the unique aspects 

of each level will be demonstrated. ' 

Conclusion 

'In this, essay I have attempted-to explicate the logic of systems theory 

and to show its relation to alternative theoretical bases for the study of human 

coá:munigation. 'The position I€ have taken has been a conciliatory one in that .the 

reasons offered for adopting the systems perspective center on its ability to in- 

corporate important aspects of the alternative positions rather than its own 

unique features. b y reasons for doing so are based upon my belief  that a 

discipline as young as ours would make a serious mistake to'preclude alternative 

perspectives.too soon in our inquiry. That perspective which incorporates the 

others is, at least until more information is available, the one best suited to 

guide us in our-quest for knowledge about human communication. 
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